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MUST-‘SEA’ FILMS
The International Ocean Film Tour Vol. 9 Premiered on 7 March

Tickets for all events are available at oceanfilmtour.com  
or at www.outdoor-ticket.net

When the usually red Laeiszhalle in Hamburg is illuminated in blue, when 1500 people inside the hall gaze upon its huge screen,  
and when the first images flicker to life and give you goose bumps, you know it’s time for the latest and best ocean-themed films!  
ur protagonists inspired and moved visitors as they fought against inner demons, against overfishing off the coast of The Gambia,  

for our oceans, and for their own boundless dreams. Powerful moments and even more powerful waves alternated with moving stories  
that completely captivated the audience. Protagonists appeared live onstage to share very personal and deep insight into the background  

and motivation for their films.

Even post-premiere, we are happy to offer the possibility to organize interviews with all our protagonists.  
Please send requests directly to presse@moving-adventures.de.



ABOUT MOVING ADVENTURES
Moving Adventures Medien GmbH was founded in 2001 and specializes in the conception, organization, and marketing of film tours  

in outdoor sports, nature, and adventure. The best-known programs of the Munich-based entertainment company are the European Outdoor  
Film Tour and the International Ocean Film Tour. In addition to these two in-house productions, Moving Adventures is a licensee of the Banff Mountain  

Film Festival and Reel Rock. The company‘s portfolio also includes the digital ticketing platform Outdoor Ticket and the streaming portal Outdoor Cinema. 
The team led by two founders—Joachim Hellinger and Thomas Witt—is comprised of 45 employees and is supported  

by five road crew teams consisting of about 70 people.
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PRESS RELE ASE

International Ocean Film Tour Vol. 9 
PROGRAM

Facing Monsters Inner Demons and External Forces
George and the Whales „The Whale is good“  

Stolen Fish A Story of Cause and Effect  
No Limits Blind, Gifted, Limitless  

The Power of Activism A Glimpse into the Future of Activism  
Sweet Adventure On Seeking and Finding Adventure

FIND MORE AUDIENCE IMPRESSIONS AND FEEDBACK HERE:
oceanfilmtour.com/de/event


